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Nightflyer
Gaming Kit
CND-SGS02

Named after a spaceship from the futuristic novel “The 
Nightflyers”, this set is a perfect find for those who are looking 
for specialized gaming gadgets at an affordable price point. 
The kit includes a wired mouse and a keyboard, as well as a 
special gaming mouse pad. A durable keyboard with 
mechanical switches will provide a pleasant, less tiring gaming 
experience. It features several important functions, as 
anti-ghosting, "WIN" button lock, and others. A programmable 
mouse with a pleasant-touch Canyon Twin Surface has 7 
buttons and 6 backlighting options. Together with the mouse 
mat, which is optimized specifically for this type of mouse 
sensor, it delivers precise control over the player’s movements. 
All gadgets are made in the same style, which makes the 
gaming experience even more spectacular. A significant 
advantage is the ability to receive technical support from 
Canyon on technical issues. The Nightflyer set is designed to 
bring victory into the game!

features

Gaming mouse Gaming Keyboard

 High-precision sensor PIXART 3519
 Adjustable DPI 800/1600/3200/4200
 Scan frequency: 3000 кадров в секунду
 7 programmable
 Built-in memory module
 6 modes of the spectacular RGB backlight
 1.65 m USB cable with ferrite filter
 Software for settings and macros
 Response frequency 125/250/500/1000 Hz
 Canyon Twin Surface Coating Technology

Gaming Mouse Pad

 Size 350x250 mm
 Surface texture optimized for precise control
 Suitable for all types of sensors

 Ergonomic design for gaming
 104 mechanical buttons
 Blue mechanical switch
 Key route 4.0 mm
 Anti-ghosting function
 12 multimedia buttons
 20 types of backlighting
 Braided cable with magnet filter
 Protection against water and dust
 Button lifespan over 60 million clicks

CND-SGS02-US
CND-SGS02-RU

5291485006020
5291485006013
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